HULA BLUES

F DIM C7 AUG
C7
F
OH! OH! OH! THOSE HULA BLUES
C7
TELL ME HAVE YOU EVER HEARD THOSE HULA
F     F7
BLUES
Bb
YOU CAN'T IMAGINE WHAT YOU'RE FEELING BLUE

ABOUT
F     D7
YOU SIMPLY GET SO FULL OF PEP YOU'LL ALWAYS

SHOUT
C7
YOU WIGGLE YOU GIGGLE YOU WIGGLE TO THE HULA
F
BLUES
C7
YOU WIGGLE YOU GIGGLE YOU WIGGLE TO THE HULA
F
BLUES
C7     F     C7
NEATH SWAYING PALM TREES WARM FRIENDLY
F
SEA BREEZE
G7
YOU CAN HEAR THE MELLOW STEEL GUITARS
   C7
PLAYING SWEETLY UNDER TROPIC SKIES
HULA BLUES
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C7                 F
OH! OH! OH! THOSE HULA BLUES  
C7
TELL ME HAVE YOU EVER HEARD THOSE HULA
F    F7
BLUES
Bb
YOU CAN’T IMAGINE WHAT YOU’RE FEELING BLUE

ABOUT
F             D7
YOU SIMPLY GET SO FULL OF PEP YOU’LL ALWAYS

SHOUT
C7
YOU WIGGLE YOU GIGGLE YOU WIGGLE TO THE HULA
F
BLUES
C7
YOU WIGGLE YOU GIGGLE YOU WIGGLE TO THE HULA
F
BLUES
C7                 F
FAIR LIKE THE FLOWERS  
C7                 F
AND THE GOLDEN SHOWERS
G7
SEE THE HULA MAIDENS SWING AND SWAY
C7
ON THEIR UKULELE’S HEAR THEM PLAY
    REPEAT—OH! OH! OH!